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ln every workshop on volunteer management I am asked the question, "How do you fire

a volunieer?" Volunteers don't get patd. Why would I want to fire them? Couldn't we just

let them continue doing what they want to do when they want to?

Unfortunately, it isn't that simple. Volunteer roles are very important to the mission of the

organization, and if the job isn't getting done or if the volunteer is lowering the morale of

th6 other votunteers, we have aiesponsibility to correct the situation. lt could be that the

reason we want to get rid of a high maintenance volunteer is because they are not.

fulfilling their respoisibilities, or it could be that they are just impossible to work with'

Howevier, before we make that decision, we need to make sure that we have taken

every performance-coaching step to correct the situation. Performance coaching, the

one-on-one meetings that nlppen between the manager and the volunteer, may provide

an opportunity to resolve our concerns. Some organizations, like the California State

Railroad Museum, have formal performance reviews for all volunteers and regular

performance management meetings.

lf the volunteer manager has developed very specific job descriptions and expectations,

the manager can talklo the volunteer whenihose expectations are not being met. All of

these alteinatives are both easier to implement and managerially smarter than making a

decision to terminate a volunteer. They recognize that there are many reasons why a

person may be behaving inappropriately, and that so.ryte of these reasons have answers

other than separating th-at person from the program. We strongly urge that you to

consider each of theie alternatives before deciding to fire any volunteer. The goals of

performance-coaching are to get the project back on target. lf the volunteer does not do

the job, it is time to find a replacement'

Before you have the firing meeting, be sure to check out the legal ramifications of such

a decision.

Legal lssues

It is not outside the realm of possibility that a terminated volunteer could sue you and 
,

your organization. Even if no one sues, carefully following a clearly defined process will



assure everyone in the organization that people were treated fairly. Emotional and

unexpected dismissals could cause upheaval in your organization. Legal issues are

neuei simple, and every nonprofit agency is unique. Always check with your

organization's lawyer before making any legal decisions. Many liability concerns can be

av-oided by carefully screening volunteers before they get involved.

ln addition to job descriptions you would be well advised to develop a volunteer manual

that clearly oulines the duties and responsibilities of your volunteers. This is especially

important it you do face the need to terminate someone. The more documentation you

have, with conditions and policies for termination, the safer you will be. To be doubly

safe, be sure to distribute the policies to new volunteers. Some organizations even have

the volunteers sign a letter of agreement outlining the expectations on the part of the

organization and the volunteer. Board members are handled a different way since their

s"ric" (and termination of such) is covered by the bylaws of the organization'

Terminaiing a board member is a matter for the board as a whole to act according to the

bylaws.

Legal Justification

There are two legaljustifications for firing a volunteer. The first is simply that the goal of

an organization ii to deliver quality service to the members and/or clients. The

organization must have policies and practices, which call for the volunteer to be

ac-countable for the highest levels of performance. lf the volunteer is a barrier to that

delivery, then the agency has a legal obligation to take some sort of action. But these

expectitions of quality service and the service required by both paid and volunteer staff

need to be spelled out in a policy manual.

A second legaljustification has to do with giving significance (value) to volunteer

service. ay illowing just any quality of service for the volunteer, the organization

conveys the impreision that the volunteer work done is irrelevant and insignificant' An

organization that does not care enough to enforce quality of volunteer work

cohmunicates to other volunteers that their volunteer work is insignificant.

Developing a System for Making Firing Decisions

lf you do, however, encounter a situation in which none of the performance coaching

aliernatives work, it is helpful to have in place a system for dealing with problems. Some

agencies have been sued by terminated volunteers, and many agencies have

eicountered political and community relations problems. The system that follows is

designed to help the volunteer manager both in making and in justifying the decision to

terminate a volunteer. Essentially, it has three parts:

Part l: Communication of Clear Expectations

The first stage of the system is development and clear communication of position

expectationi. The organization needs a set of official policies regarding volunteer



personnel issues. lt is especially important to have policies on probation, suspenslon'

and termination. tne orgin tzationsets in place a planned orientation program with v..ery

specific exampres of thi requirements anit unacceptabre behavior. The specific position

charter must outtine tire objective of the position (i.e' - attend 8 of the 10 board

meetings).

Part ll: lnvestigation

The assumption behind part ll is that the volunteer manager h.a9 tried all of the

,rgg"itions in performance coaching (listening, coaching, training, etc-) and nothing

seems to be working. Those votunte6ri whosiperformaice is unsatisfactory are told of

their deficiency, counseled on improving their work, and then re-evaluated' Failure to

conform to the qr"lity standard over tinie becomes grounds for termination' The

investigation is the collection of the data to make sure that the volunteer is truly not

fulfilling the job requlrements. Part of the investigation is to make sure that the volunteer

manager nas oond a tair lon of enforcing the syJtem to all volunteers. This is not only to

be fair to the person being fired, but ab6 to make sure that you are nol putting yourself 
.

in the position for litigation. ln caset *h"t" the wrongful performalge is not incremental

but is substantial in iature such as inappropriate relitions with a client or breach of

confidentiality then what is needed i;;;e "proof'that the volunteer did in fact commit

G *iong-Ooing. inir *ignt be testimony of other volunteers, staff, or the client'

During the coaching and investigation period, it is very important to d.ocument'

document, document. The manager should keep a personnelfile on the volunteer and

r.e"p *iit" up a brief summary page on each meeting. A summary page would be:

Performance Coaching Meeting:
Manager: Jon Jackson
Volunteer: LuckY Smith
Discussion: I talked witn lucry about not showing up for his volunteer shift at the

informationdeskonJune5,Juty6,andAugusttZtn.nesaidhehadafamily
emergency in June, was on vaiation in .luli, and just forgot in August. He was sorry and

would try to do better. we tatked about himgetting a reptacement when he could not

make it. He said he would.

Sounds great, except in September Lucky didn't.show up again' You called him the next

day to set up a meeting with Lucky to terminate his position.

The documentation also demonstrates that the volunteer manager do a fair job of

enforcing the system. lt requires equal and fair application of the rules (no playing

favorites), appropriate penalties (graduated to the severity o! tl9 offense) and' if

possible, a ieview process, so thJt the decision does not look like a personal one'

You will note that the above processes mirror the common personnel practices for paid

staff. They are, in fact the same, and they should be, since evaluating either paid or

unpaid staff should follow the same rules'



The advantages of this system are two-fold. First, they assist the volunteer manager in

making tne rignt decision, and in feeling comfortable about making that decision' The

systeil is fair to both the volunteer and the agency if properly followed and tends to

pioduce 'correct' answers. lt also allows the volunteer manager to divert to a less drastic

solution as approPriate.

Second, the system helps develop a case for firing that can be utilized to explain the

decision to others, whether internally or externally. ln practice, in fact, an odd side effect

of this systematic approach is that many problem volunteers decide to voluntarily resign

rather than face the inevitable and seemingly inexorable conclusion of the process.

Part lll: The Firing Meeting

Regardless of the system utilized to reach the decision to terminate, someone has to

act|ally convey thai decision to the volunteer. This will never be a pleasant experience,

but here are some tiPs that maY helP:

Conduct the meeting in a private setting. This will preserve the dignity of the volunteer

and perhaps of yourself.

Be specific. Some managers are so vague that the volunteer walks out of the meeting

wond'ering if he or she wai fired or offered a job. The volunteer manager may tell Steve

that his work with kids was fantastic. The inner city young people loved him and they

would love to put him on full-time staff. Then the manager says that the staff were

concerned because Steve tended to be late, and he often didn't show up.

Words like "tended" and "often" are vague, especially when couched between phrases

such as "fantastic" and "love to have him on fulltime staff." What the manager needed

to say was, "Steve, in spite of your rapport with our inner-city young people, we just

""nnot 
depend on you.'On September 10th, 17th and 24th, you did not show up and we

were counting on you. I talked to you about this and you said you agreed that if you

could not make the commitment to be there each week, we would need to replace you.

We have found someone to replace you and are taking you off of our volunteer team."

Don't negotiate-just state your decision. The purpose of the meeting is simply, and

only, to c6mmunicate to the volunteer that they have not met the specifics of the

pe*ormance expectations and they are no longer going to be needed. You are going to

iinO a replacement. lf they have a uniform or keys, you need to collect them

immediately. lf the volunteer wants to vent, let them vent, but just listen-don't become

defensive ind try to defend. Since many non-profit organizations have a social mission,

and we truly care about people, we are tempted to counsel this person. That is not the

purpose of this meeting. Any attempt to counsel can send a mixed message.

Follow-up. Send a follow-up letter (sample below) to the volunteer stating your

appreciation and anything positive that you can say; however, state the decision to

terminate the volunteer tetter of agreement. lnform the staff and other volunteers on the



team of the decision. Be sure to keep the details confidential. The volunteer will usually

tell the details.

Sample Letter:

Dear Lucky Smith,

Thank you for your interest and involvement in CCC and the time you spent

volunteering as a receptionist at our information booth. Ihis is such an important

position as we make many public contacts. Your outgoing personality and winsome way

with people was a real asset to us.

We are so disappointed that your schedule did not allow you to keeplhe requirements

of the position c'harter, a, oritin"d in our volunteer personnel manual. As mentioned in

our meeting on Septelmber 26, 2002, we need to seek a replacement for your position

and terminate our letter of agreement'

I trust that when your schedule changes, and you feel that you can meet the

requirements of ihis position, we cui orc" again have you be a part of our volunteer

team.

Sincerely,

Jon Jackson
Volunteer Manager

Firing a volunteer is difficult. Let me emphasize again that firing is only the last result,

and ionly consider it when the continued involvement of the volunteer is having a

negative impact with the members of the organizalion, our clients, or our public.

Have I ever had to fire a volunteer? Yes, but not a highly involved volunteer. I did all I

could to salvage the dignity and resources of the highly involved volunteer, who was a

high maintenance volunteer. Sometimes I went home and complained a lot to my wife

ablut this person, but we made it work. However, I have fired high maintenance

volunteers who did nothing and did not fulfill their commitments, and I really didn't lose

any sleep over it. Don't wJste your time with Lucky Smiths who don't show up. Move on'


